Background and Purpose
US6 (Cleveland Road) is part of the state highway
system and the maintenance responsibility is that of
the City. This is established by the Ohio Revised Code
(ORC). The Cleveland Road corridor is specifically
mentioned in the City of Huron’s Master Plan Vision
2020. Route 6 tends to divide portions of the city,
diminishing an overall sense of cohesion. Route 6
creates a strong divide along the center of Huron.
An undefined and awkward transition between its
high-speed, limited access highway into one of the
City’s key core streets leaves visitors confused. As
a result, arriving into town from both the east and
the west is understated and detracts from a “sense
of place” in the City’s downtown. In 2012, the city
commissioned a Traffic Analysis Report (TAR)
report to evaluate traffic operations within the US-6
corridor including the addition of a bike lane. The
study concluded that pavement marking changes to
allow for on-street bike lanes could be implemented
without significantly impacting the performance of
the area road network through a road diet approach.

In order to continue enhancing pedestrian safety
and alternative connectivity from the east side of
town to Downtown, the City of Huron and ODOT
has eliminated an obsolete vehicular travel lane in
favor of dedicated bicycle lanes along the Route 6
corridor. This reconfiguration was tested for about
a year with public feedback driving the process of
final implementation. In Fall 2021, the final striping
plan was executed.
This transportation safety guide was developed
by City of Huron staff to address concerns from
residents and educate the community at large about
how to maneuver through the public realm along
Route 6. Included are walking, bicycling, and driving
safety tips as they relate to Ohio state laws and
Huron’s traffic code.

Route 6 Transportation Guide

The road diet approach involves narrowing travel
lanes or shoulders or eliminating some of them to
provide more space for pedestrians and bicyclists.
A typical road diet consists of converting a fourlane roadway (two in each direction) to a three-lane
(one in each direction plus a center turn lane) and
adding sidewalks and/or bicycle lanes. At times,
this reconfiguration can be accomplished by simply
restriping the lanes in conjunction with a resurfacing
project.
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Route 6 Section Section Diagrams - Williams Street to Berlin Road

Sections
Permitted Vehicles

Bike Lanes
+ Can only be used by bicyclists. Other vehicles, like scooters, electric
scooters, and electric bikes are permitted as well.
+ Drivers may only enter the solid bike lane to allow for emergency
vehicles to pass. Drivers may cross the bike path only when the lines
are dashed at driveways and intersections. Drivers should be extremely
cautious when bike lanes are present.
Shared Lanes (Sharrows)
+ Bicyclists and motorists are both expected to share this space. Along
Route 6, these markings indicate bike friendly sections of the road when
there is a gap in the protected bike lane; most commonly shown in the
motorist turn lanes.
+ It should be noted that all roads are available to use by vehicles and
bikes. Both motorists and bicyclists should take extra precaution in the
presence of each other.
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB)
+ Located at US 6 and Berlin; For drivers - stop for pedestrians walking;
pedestrians have the right-of-way regardless of the flashers being
activated
+ For pedestrians - activate the signal and wait for any vehicles to stop
before proceeding across the street

Driving Tips

Biking Tips

Walking Tips

Never _Drive while distracted
_Drive under the influence
_Park or block bike lanes or crosswalks
_Pass a vehicle stopped for pedestrians

Always + Watch for vehicles turning/pulling out of driveways
+ Ride with traffic
+ Wear a helmet
+ Use hand signals to indicate turning
+ Take caution at intersections along Route 6
+ Wear highly visible and/or reflective clothing,
especially at night
Never _Ride distracted
_Ride with low visibility

Always + Look twice before crossing a street
+ Watch for turning vehicles
+ Cross streets at marked crosswalks or intersections
+ Walk on the sidewalk; if there is no sidewalk, walk
facing traffic
+ Follow pedestrian signals
+ Take caution at major intersections like US 6 at Berlin
Road and US 6 at Main Street
+ Wear highly visible/reflective clothing at night

Always + Watch for folks biking or walking
+ Yield to bikers and walkers when turning
+ Yield to pedestrians in crosswalks
+ Pass bicyclists with a safe distance and speed
+ Drive the speed limit

State Laws + Yield to pedestrians crossing the roadway within a
crosswalk and when turning at a traffic signal
+ Share the road with bicyclists
+ Leave a three feet distance between vehicles and
bicyclists when passing

State Laws + Obey all traffic laws, including signs and signals; use
hand signals to turn or stop
+ Only ride on sidewalks when absolutely necessary
+ Yield to pedestrians on sidewalks and through
crosswalks
+ Make sure to provide proper lighting if riding at night
+ Make sure to wear high visibility or reflective clothing

Never _Think you are always visible to drivers
_Walk with low visibility
_Walk while distracted
State Laws + Yield the right-of-way to public safety vehicles
+ Use crosswalks when available and cross only when
signaled to do so
+ Yield to bikes and vehicles when walking outside of
a crosswalk

